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CHROMOSOME ANALYSIS  
FOR CALIBRATION CURVE CREATION  

FOR POTENTIAL RETROSPECTIVE DOSE ESTIMATION 

Biological dosimetry (biodosimetry) is the investigation of radiation-induced 
biological effects called biomarkers, in order to correlate them with radiation dose. 
The main biological markers, or biomarkers, used are chromosome aberrations. Bi-
odosimetry is an important technique for many reasons. It can provide invaluable 
information for clinicians dealing with patients who have received high doses of ra-
diation (>1 Gy acute), allowing them to plan appropriate therapies and determine 
possible health consequences that may arise. It is also useful for cases where the 
dose is below the threshold for immediate treatment, as it can guide the counselling 
of irradiated patients in the risks of developing cancers and other late stochastic dis-
eases in the future. 

Estimating the frequency of chromosomal aberrations in the peripheral blood 
lymphocytes of the exposed person is considered the gold standard of biodosimetry 
by the IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency).  Close correlations between 
the number of lymphocytic chromosomal aberrations in peripheral blood lympho-
cytes and radiation dose have been demonstrated in a number of studies involving 
animals and humans, both in vitro, and in vivo. Calibration curves are used to con-
vert a patient’s aberrations score to a figure representing their absorbed dose. Com-
puter software which creates calibration curves has been designed, due to the fact 
that the creation of calibration curves is typically a lengthy process; involving com-
plicated algorithms and the need for dose uncertainty calculations. This software 
enables faster data point plotting and simplifies the process of calculating confi-
dence intervals for the dose response curves generated. For exposure to low LET 
radiation, the most widely used software packages to fit dose calibration curves are 
CABAS (Chromosomal Aberration Calculation Software) and Dose Estimate. 
CABAS employs the maximum likelihood (ML) statistical method, whereas Dose 
Estimate is based on the iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS) method. 

The aim of this study was to establish calibration curves illustrating unstable 
chromosomal aberrations caused by ionizing radiation, through the study of the cy-
togenetic effects ionizing radiation has on human blood lymphocytes in vitro. 
Whole blood samples were irradiated in vitro, with doses of radiation equaling 0.5, 
1, 2 and 3 Gy with Co60 γ-rays of the radiation therapy unit ROKUS-M (JINR, 
Dubna, Russia). The number of dicentric chromosomes, centric and acentric rings 
and acentric fragments seen during the first postirradiation mitosis were then rec-
orded in the lymphocytes after 48 h of culture, and CABAS software was used to 
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create a calibration curve in the dose range of 0.5 to 3 Gy. It was found that the 
number of unstable chromosomal aberrations seen in the lymphocytes was depend-
ent upon the dose of ionizing radiation they received, and that this relationship 
could be described by a linear-quadratic function. The frequencies of dicentric and 
centric rings as markers of the radiation action were slightly different for different 
donors, this can be explained by differing individual radiosensitivity. 
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DEFINITION OF THE METHEMOGLOBIN 
AFTER LASER RADIATION 

Studying of the mechanisms which are the cornerstone of biochemical processes 
of violation of kislorodtransportny function of blood is an urgent problem of mod-
ern biology and medicine. 

Especially particularly important this problem became in Republic of Belarus 
where in the considerable territory presence of high level as the radionuclides and 
nitroconnections promoting as to an inherited disorder natural the metgemoglo-
binreduktaznykh of systems, and leading to an excess metgemoglobinoobrazovani-
ye is noted.  

The purpose of work was determination of content of a methemoglobin in pe-
ripheral blood of healthy people after laser radiation.  

The methemoglobin represents the connection which is formed of hemoglobin 
by iron atom oxidation from bivalent to a trivalent state. In blood of the healthy per-
son the maintenance of a methemoglobin does not exceed 2% that is reached by 
balance between reactions of its education and reactions of restoration of a methe-
moglobin. The most significant of them it is reaction under the influence of 
NADFN-zavisimoy MetHb-reductases with formation of the oxidized NADF+ and 
reaction under the influence of NADN-zavisimoy MetHb-reductases with formation 
of the oxidized NAD+, and also non-enzymatic reaction of formation of degi-
droaskorbinovy acid from ascorbic acid. If the maintenance of a methemoglobin in 
blood exceeds 2% – it is called a metgemoglobinemiya. 

As a result of the researches conducted by us it was established that the content 
of oxyhemoglobin after radiation in samples of blood is more, than the maintenance 
of a methemoglobin after radiation. Then the percentage ratio of a methemoglobin 
in blood of people was calculated. As showed results of researches, the maintenance 
of a methemoglobin in erythrocytes of healthy people after radiation is in limits of 
≥10,3%. In this work reliability of distinctions between the compared sizes was 
considered reliable at р ≤ 0,05. 

One of the main links in a chain of metabolic violations of system of transport 
of oxygen blood – reaction of transformation of hemoglobin in its inactive form – 
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